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CONCEPTUAL/PRELIMINARYDESIGN STUDY OF SUBSONIC V/STOL

AND STOVL AIRCRAFT DERIVATIVES OF THE S-3A

" George H. Ktdwe11, Jr.

, Mles Research Center

• ABSTRACT

A computerized aircraft synthesis program has been used to examine the

feasibility and capability of a V/STOL aircraft based on the Navy S-3A air-

cr_ft. The design study focused on two major airframe modifications: re-

placement of the wing and substitution of Pegasus-like, deflected thrust,

advanced technoloqy turbofan enaines in place of the S-3A's TF-34 engines.

Three planform confiaurations for the all-composite wing were investlqated:

an unconstrained span desiqn, a desiqn with the span constrained to 64 feet,

and an unconstrained span ohliaue wino desiQn. Each desiqn was optimized

usinq the same desian variables, and performance and control analyses were

nerforned. The results indicate that, in addition to havinq vertical/short

takeoff and landinn capability, the mission performance of these V/STOL

aircraft compares favorably with that of the CTOL S-3A. The oblique wing

configuration was found to have the greatest potential in this application,

because of its aerodynamic advantages and because it enables a large span

wing to be compatible with small ships.

I
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INTRODUCTION

NASA-Ames Research Center is NASA's lead Center for developing V/STOL

research and technoloay, and is responsible for supportJnq those user orqan-

izations, military and/or civil, who are assessinq V/STOL as candidate

alternatives for future aircraft. Part nf this support is in the form of

developinq fundamental and applied research and analyses directed toward
increasinq the data base in the areas of high- and low-speed aerodynamics,

aircraft guidance and navigation, and flight dynamics and control. Another

support aspect is to make available to government, industry, ena university

investigators, crucial research facilities. These include not only wind

tunnels, flight simulators, computers, and other such ground-Lased installa-

tions, but also highly-versatile flight research aircraft. Although the

latter are difficult to acquire, they provide valuable flight data for vali-

dating wind tunnel and analytical predictions, checking simulator fidelity,

and developing other information which is otherwise not obtainable from

ground-based facilities.

To generate a better understanding of the potential role that future

V/STOL research aircraft can play in the development of needed V/STOL re-

search and technoloqy, NASA-Ames conducts in-house and contracted preliminary

desiqn and feasibility studies. One such study involved the low-cost approach
i

of modifyinq an pxistina It.S.Navy S-3_ by replacina the standard G.E. TF-34

pnqines with Rolls-Royce Peqasus vectored thrust enaines of the type used in

the British Harrier V/STOL aircraft, reference I. A powerful reaction control

system and other modifications would be incorporated to make this S-lA/Pegasus

combination into a useful V/STOL flight research vehicle. Although a poten-

tially useful research aircraft, the S-lA/Pegasus aircraft appears to be of

limited usefulness in any of the known military/civil missions.

As a parallel to the conceptual study of combining Pegasus vectored

thrust engines with an S-IA for research aircraft purposes, a companion
/

/ study was conducted to evaluate the potentlal of the vectored thrust concept
/

/

,&r_ 2
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as applied to S-3A derivative aircraft by examining the S-3A with a modified

wtr.g and with advanced vectored-thrust turbofan engines. In this study the

usefulness of such a V/STOL concept was to be evaluated in terms of satts-
0

lying several known U,S, Navy mission needs currently satisfied by CTOL S-3A

aircraft, The attractiveness of a modification to the S-3A to enable V/STOL

flight would be a near-term subsonic V/STOL capability for the U.S. Navy at

low-moderate cost and risk while retaining most of the existing S-3A vehicle

and mission systems. This parallel conceptual design study of mission-

oriented S-3A derivative V/STOL aircraft is the subject of this report.

ThrEe aircraft configurations were examined: an unconstrained wing span

design, a design with winQ span constrained to 64 feet and an unconstrained

span ohliaue winu desiqn. All three configurations utilized the same ad-

vanced turhofan enaine cycle with Pegasus-like thrust vectoring. This report

describes the automated aircraft synthesis procedures used, the requirements

and assumptions selected and the final optimized designs that evolved for

the three aircraft configurations. The resultant conceptual designs are

presented together with mission performance measures, design sensitivities

and control characteristics. Comparisons of the designs are made with the

S-3A aircraft and with each other.

DESIGN PROCEDURE

This section provides a description of how the design study configura-

tions were derived. First will be a description of the conceptual/prelimlnary

aircraft design computer program, ACSYNT. Secondly, the procedure used to

produce the designs will be discussed.

:. Design Synthesis Program

_. The computerized synthesis program used as a design tool in thts study

was the Amesconceptual/preliminary aircraft desiqn synthesis proqram (ACSYNT),

/ Thts is a htqhly modularized system of subprogram, each responsible for

either a control or an analysis function, see fiqure 1. Whencombined, these

3
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+ form a very effective design/analysis program. This section will briefly

describe the modules involved in this study. Detail will be greatly limited

but references are cited for those having a further interest.

Control Program - The control or executive program controls the sequenc-

_ ing and information transfer for all of the other modules and handles the

input to and the output from the entire synthesis program. It is where the

program operational codes are specified, and also where the user defines

the modules to be used, their order, and which are to input, execute, and

• output. For example, one typically wants the takeoff/landing _dule to read

input data, then not tO perform any execution at all during vehicle conver-

gence, but to execute and output the results for the converged vehicle.

This is possible because each module is divided into either three segments

(input, execution, and output) or two (input, and execution/output, with the

output turned on by a code), a calculation code from the control program

detennining which segment is performed. This format is the result of a

requirement of the optimization routine whereby many subprograms are called

for analysis many times, but these must only input and output once. The

control program also features a convergence routine which begins with an

assumed vehicle gross takeoff weight, makes a pass through the analysis

modules using this weight to compute a new weight, then compares these and

makes another guess at the starting weight. When convergence is achieved,

it implies not only that the fuel weight is exactly the amount required for

the mission, but also that the structural weight, wing area, engine size,

etco are based upon the true takeotf weight.

Optimization - Actually part of the ACSYNTControl Program, the optimiza-

tion routine, COPES/COICMIN,shoal in references 2 and 3, is considered indi-

vidually because it is a stand alone program whtch can be coupled to most

; any analysis program. There are many analysis functions available wtth thts

program, specifically: single analysls (simply a single execution pass

through the analysis), optimization (values are found for specified variables,

corresponding to the minimum of some specified parameter), sensitivity analy-

sts (the changes tn certatn parameters for changes in chosen variables),

4
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two-variable function space (to enable mapping a function of two variables),

• optimum sensitivity (a sensitivity analysis but each perturbation point is

re-optimized), and approximate optimization (a technique to further reduce

" the number of analyses by saving the information from previous analyses and

curve fitting). The optimization algorithm is based on Zoutendijk's method

of feasible directions and approaches the optimum after very few analyses.

The functions available with this program greatly assist the designer in

design evaluation. Both the optimization and the sensitivity analysis

features were used extensively in the course of this study

Geometry-Module - The geometry module basically performs two functions

in ACSYNT. First is to provide qeometric definition for the entire airplane,

hased upon conventional geometric parameters, for use by the other modules.

An example would he its definition of the win_ chords, span, thicknesses,

etc., based upon winq loadinq, aspect ratio, taper, sweep, and thickness

ratio. S_condly, this module computes the necessary wing, nacelle, and

fuselage dimensions and volumes, based on requirements for fuel, engine,

equipment, and payload volumes. The fuselage is modeled as a Sears-Haack

body for area ruling and is sized tc maintain specified shape parameters

(fineness ratios, base area) while satisfying the volume requirements•

Aerodynamics Module- This module consists of procedures to calculate

the aerodynamic characteristics of aircraft configurations for a given mis-

sion altitude and Mach number. It is used by the trajectory and takeoff/

landing modules to provide aerodynamic coefficients for mission analysis

calculations. This module also furnishes a detailed output of aerodynamic

characteristics for a r_nge of altitudes and Mach numbers• The calcula-

. tlon procedures use both theoretical methods and empirlcal information

presented in references 4 and 5. Aerodynamic characteristics are estimated

for suhsontc, transonic, and sup¢-rsontc flow anO the special features of

_ canards and obliaue wtnqs are Included. For exami)le, the wave drag of the

ohltque wtnq ts calculated using a procedure stmtlar to that of reference 6

L

:1 $
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with adjustments based on a correlation with wind-tunnel tests, reference 7,

and with more elaborate prediction methods, reference 8. This calculation

technique qives the wave draq as a function of Mach number, wing thickness,

winq swepp, and winq aspect ratio. This module produces accurate estimates

of aerodynamic characteristics while using very little computer time. It

does not, however, estimate ground effects.

Propulsion Module - The propulsion module is a one-dimensional cycle

, Jnalysis developed by Morris, reference g, which sizes the engine, and calcu-

lates the (design and off-design) engine performance and other character-

istics at a specified altitude and Mach number. This module is also called

by the trajectory and takeoff/landing modules. Additionally, this module

estimates the engine weight and physical dimensions and calculates nacelle
L

dimensions for use by aerodynamics. ACSYNT currently has six turbojet and

turbofan engines modeled, but other engines may be used by inputting the

engine cycle and dimensional characteristics. Correlations with several

engines showed good agree_lent. Installation losses are also estimated,

according to the analysis method of reference lO.

Trajector_ Module - This module estimates the aircraft's performance in

flying a user-specified mission and determines the fuel weight necessary

For a particular aircraft to accomplish the mission. The fuel weight esti-

hate is of primary importance to the vehicle convergence cycle. The trajec-

tory module uses information accessed from the aerodynamics and propulsion

nodules. Reference 11 presents the methods used in this program.

Mass Properties Module - After the vehicle has been sized, the struc-

tural weight is calculated by relatlonshlps described from correla(lons of 1
_xlstlng data for the weights of the various vehlcle components. The program

_ _s described in reference 12. Estimates made by this module may be overridden

_ by the user if the true weight is known. Slmllarly, weight scallng factors

: have been provided for all major components so that they may be correlated

Jl

it '
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to an existing aircraft. Such a case would r_present a new component geo-

• metrically and structurally simllar to that of the correlated aircraft,

useful in many situations. Also, scaling factors which a11ow for technology)

advances, for each component, are included.
4

Takeoff/LandinQ Module - The newest addition to ACSYNT, this module was

considered necessary because of the importance of these regimes to V/STOL

aircraft. Whereas the trajectory module handled these phases using the

usual few equations, the present module digitally simulates the flight mech-

anics using a step time integration and can thereby estimate takeoff and

landing trajectories. The procedure used is similar to that of reference

13. Many features were included to enable the program to accurately predict

aircraft trajectory paths based upon the given vehicle configuration and the

user-specified propulsion and aerodynamic control commands.

A problem with this module is that the program's execution time is 2-3

times that of the usual convergence run. For this reason, usually (for

takeoff) an estimate is made for the takeoff fuel required, the vehicle's

weight is converged using this estimate, then the takeoff/landing module

is executed. As the need arises, this module is continually being improved

to handle new propulsive-lift concepts and new control tasks.

Additional tnfomation on the ACSYNTProgram may be found tn references

14 and 15. The accuracy of tts methods qenerally produces a maxtmum error

of 5 percent, qood for a conceptual/preliminary design synthesis program.

Its versatility has heen demonstrated by correlations with a variety of

aircraft, tncludtnq the F-SE, C-5A, and Boetnq 727. ACSYNT has been used

" in many performance analyses and design studies, of which references 16 - 20i

_ ! are examples, i
)
J

A second program was used in the analysis of each destgn to provide

center of gravity (CG) and moment of inertia information. This program does

• i require some detailed input, such as the longitudinal position of NJor
/i

I equipment, but this information was available since a large portion of the
L

t
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standard S-3A was used. Many calculations, such as the inertial effect of

the wing fuel, are accurately estimated usi-g a stripwise integration pro-

cedure. This information allowed rapid iteration of control system charac-

teristics for the designs.

Design Procedure

There were two basic phases to this study. The first was the correla-

tion of the desi_ synthesis proqram with the S-IA This provided a base-

line, a _odel which could he modified and re-analyTed to estimate the effects

on performance. The second phase was the actual development of the three

desiqns. In this effort, the baseline not only provided a model from which

developments could be made, but also it was a consistent measure of perfor-

mance gains or losses. The following paragraphs will describe the methods

involved in these two phases.

The goal of a correlation is a model which can accurately predict the

aerodynamic, propulsive, weight, and performance characteristics of an air-

craft. Using the synthesis program, aircraft data is input and, together

with any necessary multipliers, adjusted until a close approximation to the

actual aircraft is achieved. This same process,is used to model an engine.

Tables I and 2 present geometric and weight data, respectively, for the

S-3A. Since the S-IA model was completed, it has been used for several

other studies as well as the present one.

The second part of this study was of course to examine the potential for

modifytno the S-IA to achieve a viable V/STOL mission vehicle. This phase

also was divided into two parts. The first of these was the desdgn, or

selection, of systems which were commonto all three configurations, namely

the enqine, nacelles, wtnq structure, and reaction control system. This is

", not to imply that the same system was necessarily used for each design, but

; rather that all of the design decisions were made and then the system was

sized as required. Decisions regarding the mission(s) were also Nde atJ

, *C
_. this time.
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With all of the secondary work completed, the final designs were syn-

thesized with the ald of numerical optimization. Each final design was

• Investigated using analyses of tts performance sensitivities to geometric

and mission changes.

The followlng two sections wlll discuss, in detail, the aforementlonea

deslqn procedure. Both will show the specifications and constraints, the

i _als and guidelines, the assumptions, the design decisions, and the sup-

porting data. The first section wtl _ deal with the commonsystems and the

second will present the completed designs.

DESIGN OF COMMON SYSTEMS

This section will summarize the design history for the systems which

were designed once. to be used for all three aircraft designs. These systems

are the engine, nacelles, wing structure, and reactlb., dontrol system (RCS).

The follnwinq fomat will be used for this discussion. First, a11 of

the factors which ccncerr,the design will be listed, These factors include

destqn specifications and constraints, the goal(s) of the design, assump-

tions which were made in the course of the design, physical limitations and

so forth. Data will be presented, if possible, and the design decisions

will be explained. Limitations of_ or risks with, the chosen desl_n will be

examined.

It should be stated at the start that these aircraft were assumed to

have an Initial Ul_rational Capability (IOC) of about 1983; thus, cua'rent

technology was used, Also, the general concept of modifying the S-3A for

V/STOL capability will hereafter be referred to as the S-38 for ease of

_._. d t scuss t on.

9
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Propulsion System

The choice of a propulsion system was the most critical aspect of these

designs. While this is true for any VTOL aircraft, the problem was aggravated

because for an ASW aircraft, mission effectiveness is proportional to fuel

efficiency. Ordinarilv this would lead one t_ look at either turboprops or

high bypass ratio turbofan engines, as these have the best specific fuel con-

: sumption characteristics. However, a major specification in this design

study was that the propulsion system be restricted to vectored thrust engines,

similar to the four nozzle design of the Rolls-Royce Pegasus. The Pegasus is

a low bypass ratio turbofan which ducts fan air through the forward nozzles

and core flow through the aft nozzles. Table 3 gives some of the character-

istics of the Peqasus enqine used in the AV-8B. The SFC characteristics are

not suitable for an endurance-type airplane, primarily because of low bypass

flow (this will be seen later by an S-3B desiqn which would use this engine).

As a result, althouqh the Peqasus is the only production enqine having a

thrust vectorinQ capability, an alternative was necessary for use on the

S-3B.

An advanced technology high-bypass ratio turbofan engine was subse-

quently chosen for the S-3B. The characteristics of this class of engine

cycle _lade it ideal for an endurance airplane limited to moderate subsonic

speeds. The example chosen for this study was the CFM InternationaI CFM-56.

The characteristics of this engine, shown in table 4, are representative of

the advanced technology turbofans now in development and in production.

There were several assumptions associated with the choice of this engine (or

more accurately, engine cycle), and these will now be discussed.

The first assumption was that a four-nozzle, split-flow-type thrust

vectoring system (or a 3-nozzle variation) could be used with this engine.

The concern was not altoaether with the mechanical adaptation to the engine,

hut also whether the chanqe in backpressure from the ducts would adversely

10
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affect the cycle (prln,artly the low pressure ratio fan). However, any problem

would most likely be solved by minor redesign and the assumption was judged

reasonable.

The second assumption was also related to the engine cycle, hut could

potentially have more impact than the first. It was assumed that a mtntmum

of 5% of the core flow could he taken from the htqh pressure compressor for

use in the RCS. Five percent core bleed is the usual amount available from

this type of engine, hut it is taken from the low-pressure compressor to

4rlve accessories. There are no known studies which lave addressed the

t_leed-atr capabilities of a high bypass ratio turbofan engine and this is an

important a,.ea to future powered-lift aircraft. The extraction of air from

the high-pressure side is not expected to cause any problem and the usual

iO% thrust loss was assumed for 5% bleed. In fact, it was estimated that

tor short durations, 10% core flow bleed could be used for emergency control

situations _this will be discussed in the RCS Section). It is, however,

nut expected that the full 5% bleed capability would be used very often or

tor very long duration, since little time is usually spent in hover and full

control authority would not normally be needed (depending upon available

control power).

It was also assumed that this engine could be uprated 25_ to approximately

,_9,400 pounds static sea level thrust, at least for a short time as ts done

utth the Pegasus. In so doing, its envelope was held constant to the dimen-

sions of the standard CFM-56 and an enqtne thrust/weight ratio of 7 was

used, Additional weight was added for the accessories.

With regard to the thrust vectoring system, on,, basic difference with

..,, that of the Pegasus was that a single aft nozzle was used rather than two

side-mounted nozzles. The Harrier requires the side-mounted nozzle system

because it uses a single Pegasus engine mounted tn the mid-fuselage for

,,/ balance. The application to the S-38 was different .lnce the engines were

1981020580-015



wing-mounted. The single aft nozzle would be lighter and more efficient,

since the large bifurcated duct which splits the core flow would be elimi-

nated. A total of 800 pounds was allowed for the weight of the entire thrust

vectoring system. This compares to 400 pounds for the system in the Harrier.

The system on the S-3B was larger than that on the Harrier (10,000 lbs.
"I

additional thrust per engine), but improved materials and the removal of the

bifurcated duct was estimated to offset these gains.

' Nacelles

The conceptual desiqn emphasis for thP nacelles was strictly for lowest

weiqht, since the S-3B was to be a military airplane with no noise restric-

tions. Guidance for the design of low weight advanced composite nacelles

was found from the QCSEEProgram, reference 21, and the AMST Program (propri-

etary data). As a result, a nacelle quite similar to the composite frame

and nacelle design of the QCSEEProgram was adopted. In this concept, the

fan frame is a graphite/epoxy structure that incorporates the fan casing,

fan bypass stator vanes ana core frame into one all-bonded structure. Ref-

erence 21 estimates that this design could save from 25% to 35% in weight

over an equivalent metal frame. The nacelle was designed anttrely of advanced

composite materials. Sources suggest that if no tnforma, on on load distri-

bution or structural function is available for the nacelle/pylon system,

assume an 18% weight saving. This was the weight savings assumed, though it

is conservative. The total nacelle system weight was estimated to be 1650

pounds, an increase of 845 pounds over the S-3A nacelles for the 9,000 lb,

thrust TF-34 engines,

Winq Structure

The wing structure was assumed to be constructed entirely of advanced

composite materials, Other aspects of the wtng design, such as the wing

• / fold or the effect of thickness, wtll be discussed in the next section. The
> /

/ only concern here ts the weight break given over a comparable design using

;" conventional materials. Guidance was taken from references 22 and 23, but
r

_ 12
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it should be understood that the topic of composite weight savings ts a

subject of much debate. Table 5 presents a summary of the estimate of the

• wing weight savings due to the use of advanced composite materials. To be

somewhat conservative, most of the weight savings were computed assuming

the wing components used something less than 100% composites, although the

actual wing was assumed to be wholly composite. Based upon S-3A proportions

of component weight to total wing weight, these savings produce a total of

36% for the entire wing. This represents a conservative estimate and the

detailed design would undoubtedly surpass this savings.

Reaction Control System

There were two types of systems considered for the S-3B for hover and

low-speed control. Since there are effectively four thrusting points on the

aircraft (one forward and one aft on each enqine), the maqnitude and/or

direction of any two of them can be chanqed with respect to the others to

nroduct control moments. This method was used only for the oblique wlng

confiquration for two reasons. First, roll control response would be depen-

dent on enqine throttle response, which for large fan engines (without vari-

able inlet guide vanes - the CFM-56 has no inlet guide vanes) is very slow.

(This also implies difficulty in height control for all three.) Secondly,

with this system thrust that is redirected or reduced to produce a couple is

lost for lifting purposes, so that a cross-coupling with height control Is

inherent. The oblique wing configuration, however, was forced to use thls

system for roll, since the variable sweep wing did not permit an RC$ to be

used in the wing.

On the other hand, when bleed air ts taken from the engines for reaction

control, the lost engine thrust ts partially recovered as 11ft from the

reaction control jet thrust (if only downward control jets are used). The

_. response of the reactton control system is also very htgh because of the low

_ _ tnerttas associated with the system vaIvtng. The reaction control system ts

... _ stn_ler than one mantpulattnq the thrust vectors, but tt is also heavier due

f to tts high-pressure atr ducttng. Wtth regard to the ducttnq, quite often
/
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: sufficient volume is not available within the wing structure for the neces-

sary pipes. The duct size and weight is dependent upon the mass flow required i

: and the delivery pressure (higher pressure reduces the duct diameter, but

:ncreases the required wall thickness). In application to the S-3B, however,

it will be seen that wing volume was not a problem. Thus the reaction con-

trol system was chosen.

To estimate the RCS weight, the Harrier was used as an example, see

reference 24. Since RCS bleed air for the Harrier also comes from the high-

pressure compressor (thouah mass flow for the S-3B was lO_ less), the same

ductinq and control valves were assumed. The Harriet's RCS weiqht was scaled

up in proportion to the increased duct runs of the S-3B. The total system

weiqht was estimated to be 300 pounds, lO0 pounds more than that of the

Harrier. The locations of the RCS nozzles are as in the Harrier, i.e. the

wing tips, and nose and tail booms. For the oblique wing control system,

weight was allowed for the pitch and yaw RCS, but no weight was added for 1

roll control.

I

Control power was not specified for this study. Instead, the control

power available using 5% and l_ bleed rates was computed for each com-

pleted d" ,ign. It is questionable whether the engine could remain running

or avoid damage with I0% bleed. This setting, however, would only be used

for severe (emergency) control needs and would be of short duration. There-

fore, this rate was considered to be available. For the oblique wing roll

control system, control power in hover was determined by adding 17% thrust

(_ax. thr_,st)to one side and subtracting 17% (which gives 67% max. thrust)

from the other. Special ratinQs for the enqines for emerqency roll control

coul; alsn he included if deemed necessary.

_" There were two circumstances for handling an engine out. If an engine

_ fails at some time other than in hover, the aircraft is retrelved with a

' slow arre,ted landing (Fowler flaps are retained on the new wings for such a
/

/I I
i
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case) using the S-3A carrier gear (retained in the S-3B; damage in the emer-

qency landing process is acceptable). A_ engine failure in hover was consld-

ered nonsurvivable for the airframe and the only concern was to malntaln

attitude for lonq enouqh to allow the crew to eject. Many schemes are pos-

slble for this task, such as short duration rockets for moment control,

on-boa,1 APU with turbo-compressor to boost RCS massflow (started prlor to

any hover situation), _ensors to power down the other engine automatically,

etc. It should be noted that only recently has a Harrler/AV-8A/AV-8Bexper-

ienced an engine failure in hover and this was quite benign.

Mission

The CTOL S-3A performs several ASW missions. These include search and

attack, contact investigation, surface surveillance, and combat range. For

use as a design mission for the S-3B, the search and attack mission was

chosen since it most fully represents the ASW objective. This mission, with

typical S-3A performance data, is shown in figure 2. The S-3B design

nission was a constant 458 nm. mission radius wlth loiter time used as the

mission variable. The mission payload (2955 Ibs) was also maintained so

that the comparison of the loiter time between the S-3A and S-3B would indi-

cate the performance penalty of providinq VTOL capability. As will be dis-

cussed in the next section, short takeoff/ vertical landing (STOVL) perfor-

nance was also estimated for this mission.

A variation of the search and attack mission was also investigated.

Because of the high thrust/weight ratio of a VTOL airplane, higher cruise

Mach numbers than for the S-3A was achieveable. A study was therefore made

for each of the final designs to examine the mission potentlal for a 0.85

dash out to the loiter station (instead of 0.65). This Mach number corre-

sponds to just below the drag rlse Mach number for the fuselage, which Is

_- very blunt.

f
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For additional information, two other missions, surface surveillance and

, combat range, were examined. These missions ,'epresent pure loiter and pure

cruise, respectively, and provide an interesting indication of how well each

of the S-3B designs performed the two major ASWmission components. Figures

3 and 4 show these missions for the S-3A.

This concludes the discussion of the early design work. The following

section will introduce the remaining design goals and describe the resulting

, designs. The performance of these designs will also be shown.

AIRCRAFT DESIGNS AND THEIR PERFORMANCE

This section will describe the completion of the S-3B designs. The

majority of the discussion will concern the winq designs, since they were

the major difference between aircraft desiqns, i.e., two with conventional

fixed winqs and one with an oblique wing. Each design was developed using

the optimization capability of ACSYNT. These designs will be presented in

the following order showing the development and performance of each: a fixed

wing with an unconstrained span, a fixed wing with a constrained span of 64

feet, and an oblique wing with unconstrained span. Additional design and

perfon,ance information will be given in the next section when design compar-

isons are mlde. However, before the designs are presented, the remaining

influencing factors that have not yet been discussed wi.1 be given.

Influenclng Factors

Probably the most important requirement in this study was that most of

the S-3A remain unchanqed. The S-3A fuselage, empennage, and landing gear

were maintained. It was assumed that the S-3A electronics suite would be

used, althouqh ohvtously durtnq an aircraft modification such as this, modern

(ltqhter) electronic equipment would ltkely be fitted. Also a crew of four

/ was retained although it seems likely that electronic advances would permit
/
/ the deletlon of a crewman, partlcularly for VISTOL aircraft. These two

/

conservative estimates, combined with others which have been made, tmply
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that the estimated performance is probably a lower bound, with greater per-

, formance linked to the accuracy of the analysis. The S-IA catapult and

arresting gear was also retained, for simplicity and to permit emergency

arrested landings. Additionally, Fowler flaps were retained to aid in engine

out recovery of the aircraft.

, To prevent the designs from getting too large for some of the alter-

; native V/STUL carrier ships (destroyers and comparable-sized ships were not

, considered), an upper limit of 49,000 pounds was placed on the gross vertical

takeoff weight (WVGTO). Short takeoff weight was constrained to 52,600

pounds, a structural limit for the S-IA airframe. The gross vertical takeoff

thrust/weight ratio was set at 1.20, allowing I0% for the thrust loss corre-

sponding to maximum RCS bleed, and lOt for height control (vertical acceler-

ation) and possible neqative ground effects. Also, two ninutes of full

power was required at the end of the mission, in addition to the reserve of

_i mission fuel. This was to ensure a sufficient capability for situations

where the landino task is more demandinn than was simulated, such as wlth

hiqh crosswinds or a violently pitching deck.

An .ltra-short takeoff performance capability (no more than 400 feet of

deck roll) was required for overload conditions when the aircraft could not

take off vertically, For this study, an overload condition was created by
i

increasing the fuel weight. There were two mission analyses associated with

the STOVL performance of the S-lB. One was to perform the ASW design mission

to determine the extra loiter tinweavailable by loading extra fuel In drop

tanks. The secono was to increase the weight to the limit wlth /uel, and

also to replace the payload with an equivalent x-eightof fuel and associated

tankage. In other words, both STOVL configurations weighed the maxlm_

allowable a_nount,but the second had nearly 3,000 Ibs. more fuel. By fitting

a removable fuel tank in the bomb bay, the entire amount of extra fuel (above

VTO) can be carried internally, Of course without payload, the airplane can

no longer perform the search and attack mission. This configuration has
/ _ heen termed AEW (Airborne Early Warning) for the purposes of thts study.

/ i

.; _ Such an aircraft could, in an e_rqency, be sent on long-ranqe semI-AEW

17
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I

missions, using its ASW electronics. Regardless of its mission usefulness, i

!this STOVL arrangement indicates the maximum potentlal of the S-3B aircraft.

The mission performance data will be presented in the design comparison

section of this paper, i

!

Fixed Wing with Unconstrained Span I

i
This desiqn synthesis was done to detemine how well the S-3B could per-

form if unencumbered by constraints imposed due to ship limitations. This i
!

confiquration s_rves as a bench mark to indicate the mission performance

penalties associated with operatinq this aircraft from smaller ships. Such

penalties will be shown in the design analysis and design comparison section

of this paper.

The first design decision was to use a supercritica] airfoil for the

wing. This airfoil type has sev_41 advantages for use on the S-3B, most

notably its tolerance to high thickness ratios (thickness/local chord) with-

out a severe drag penalty. A thickness ratio of 18% was used for the S-3B,

providing plenty of wing volume for both fuel and RCS ducting. An associated

benefit of higher thickness ratios is the reductlon in wing weight, since

additional volume permits a larger (more efficient) wing structure. A

further advantage of the supercritica] airfoil is its delay of drag rise.

This benefit, however, was only realized when the high speed (Math number

0,85+) dash was used in the mission.

The wlnq was located so that it_ upper surface was flush _,th the top of

the fuselage, as with the S-3A. This was to obtain maximum clearance for

the enQines and to utilize the same fuselaqe cutout as the S-3A, but this

locatton also saves weight and internal volume. The engines were laterally

:_" positioned on the wing so that there was sufficient clearance for the inboard

nozzles. Wing fold nw_chanlsms were also included, just outboard of the

engine,/
/

/
/
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The wing was optimized to maximize the loiter time for the 49,000 lb.

gross vertical takeoff weight. A constraint was imposed that the wing have

at least enough volume for the rflissionfuel and the RCS ducting. This is

important since, due to the fact that there are no field length or maneu-

vering requirements, the wing loading is free to increase for a weight de-

crease. The design variables were wing aspect ratio, planform area, taper

ratio, and sweep. Mission fuel available was determined by subtracting the

airframe and payload weights from the 49,000 lb. limit.

The final optimized configuration is shown in figure 5, and column I of

tables _ and 7 lists some of Its geometric and weight characteristics re-

spectively. Fiqure 6 presents the S-3B ranqe-time on station performance

usinq this winq. With the weight fixed at 49,000 Ibs, the sensitivity of

loiter time available to aspect ratio, planform area, taper ratio, thrust/

weight ratio, and wing weight savings due to the use of advanced composite

• _ateriaIs are shown in figure 7. Table 8 presents the available control

power and the static margin, at takeoff, for this configuration.

Fixed Wing with 64-Foot Span Constraint

To enable the S-3B to be compatible with some of the proposed V/STOL

carrying ships, the wing span was constrained for this design. Operation

aboard a DD963 destroyer (and similar ships) was not required, so a wing

span limit of 64 feet was specified, corresponding to LHA-width flight decks.

This capablllty corresponds to operation on half of the ships designated for

potential V/STOL usage by the Navy. All other design aspects were the same

i as for the unconstrained design, i_ The resultant optimum confiquratton is shown tn figure 8 and column 2 oftables 6 and 7 lists geometric and wetght data. Figure 9 shows the range-ttma

on station perfomance and figure 10 shows the sensitivity of 1otter time to

aspect ratio, planfom area, taper ratio, thrust/weight ratio, and wtng

weight savings due to the use of composites. Table 9 presents the available

control power and the static margin, at takeoff, for this configuration.
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Ohllque-Wlnq with Unconstrained Span

In recent years, the oblique-winq concept has been receiving continued

research effort at Ames and as this is being written, the AD-I oblique-wing

flight research aircraft is undergoing flight testing at NASA-I)rydenFlight

Research Center. The aerodynamic advantaqes are variable sweep, that wave

drag is significantly reduced by improved volume distribution, and that lift

is more unifurmly distributed along the alrcraft's lonqitudinal axis. Another
L

potentidl benefit was seen for the use of an oblique winu on the S-3B - a

wing which could be large for efficient cruise but could be rotated nearly

gO degre,,sfor terminal flight operations aboard small ships. This could

also I,¢,said for the more conventional aft-swept variable swe_.pwing, but

the ohliq,e-winq has the structural advantaqe that it is a one-piece contin-

uous structure. A contractor study indicated that the desiqn of the winq

pivot joint was not a problem and that its weiqht was reasonable. Referc,nces

25-27 pr(_videa sl_mary of nhliq,e-winq technoloay.

This desiqn study considered the application of an ohllque-winq to the

S-3_. Because pivotinq the winQ decreases the span perceived durlnq takeoff

and landinq operations, the desiqn of the winq was unconstrained. With

regard tL,the wing, two design decisions were made prior to optimization.

A taper ratio of 0.30 was chosen to approximate an elliptical pldnform (im-

portant tor this wing), and the thickness ratio was set at 12% (a r_commended

,_axin_;_).The r_L_ainlngwing design variables, aspect ratio and wing area,

_ere useU for the optimization.

Ther,+were t_,Oother differences, besides the wing, between the ohllque-

,ing desi,lnand the others. One was the engine location. Since the wing

Divots al,ost go degrees (limited by the vertical stabilizer), the engines

_ could not be attached to the wing and thus they were mounted on the fuselage.

_- Two problems exist with this engine location, both related to the lateral

_ closeness between engine and fuselage. These are interference between the

y / inhoard nozzles and the supportinq structure, and tmpinqement of the e-_tne
/ efflux on the aircraft further downstream. The interference is caused by

/
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' 1

the engine mountlng structure which attaches to the engine at Its mldpolnt
!

(unless a mounting from the top of the engine to the slde of the fusulage

_ere deslgned), exactly the ]ocatlon of the Inboard forward nozzle. Ellml-

natlon of the Inboard nozzles would he deslrable for thls muntlng locatlon.

The engine efflux problem Is caused by the engtne being mounted too close to
i

the fuselage for thetr longitudinal position. The longitudinal locatton is

detemtned by the center of gravtty location, and for structural reasons,

the enqtnes are 11mtted to small _tandoff distances (especially for such a

large and heavy engine as the CFM-56). Car,ttag of the engtnes sltohtly

c,uthoard would help, as would eltmnat|ng the tnboard nozzles. However, the

level of detat] in ACSYNT ts such that the perfomance analyses are not

affo.cted hy these problems.

The second destgn difference was tn the low-speed control system. As

mentioned earlter, a method other than RCS _as required (at least for ro11),

since the wtng was ptvoted at low speed. The solutton was to matntatn RCS

for pitch and yaw and to use differential t_rust for ro11 control. For

stngle commandroll control power, power setttngs of 100_ and 67_ (of maxtmum

thrust) produced themaxtmum roll couplewh_e maintaining hetght eqtltltbrtum.

It should be potnted out that the wtng was not swept tn any fltght

regime other than hover. Thts is due to the nature of the AS_ mtsston and

because of the bluntness of the $-3's fuselage, both _tch keep speeds enough

below the drag rtse Math number to prevent sweep|ng the wtng. The p|vottng

feature was solely to enable V/STOL operation aboard mall sh|ps. A fuselage

of higher ftneness ratio would serve to pemtt a more _ffr:ttve use of the

h|Qh speed potential of the oblique wtng, tf there were a mtsston need.

The resultant opttmt_ configuration is shown tn ftgure 11, and colulm 3

-_; of tables 6 and 7 ltsts some of _ts geometric and weight characteHsttcs.

Ftgure 12 gtves the range-time on statton performance and figure 13 sho_s

4
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the sensitivity of available loiter tlme to aspect ratlo and planform area,

taper ratlo, thrust/welght ratlo, and wlng weight savings due to composites.

Table 10 presents the available control power and the static margin, at

takeoff, for this ¢onflquratlon.
k

This concludes presentation of the optlmlzed S-3B corflguratlons. The

fo]1owlnq sectlon w111 present further deslgn analysis, Includlng an examln-

atlon of the reasons for choosing the flnal conflguratlon and addltlonal

" data on misston performance. Also tn the next section wtll be comparisons

of each design and wtth the S-3A.

DESIGN ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON

This section will examine the final designs In two ways. First, each

design w111 be analyzed to determine the basis for choosing It as the optimum

configuraion. Secondly, the S-3B designs will be compared wlth =ach other

and with the S-IA. This w111 establlsh the relatlve merits of each design

and determine the penaltles associated with providing a V/STOL capablllty.

Design Analysis

The three S-lB conflguratlons have differences among themselves due to

,itfferences in design assumptions and component characteristics. For the

unconstrained conventional wtng design, there were no configuration decisions

nade _.tor to design optimization. The thickness ratio wa_ held at 181&to

reduce the oottmtzatton ttme since prior analyses had indicated the design

tendency to drtv9 to this value (decreased wing weight and tAg)roved lift-

curve characteristics, wtth only a s_a|I drag increase due to the low 14ach

numbers used tn the ASWmis_tons). The constrained-span design configuration

was only different from the unconstrained Oesign !n span, the span constraint

simply causing a rearrangement of an equal planform area.

/
/
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The characterlstlcs of the ob]ique wlng, and no other factors, resulted

In a deslgn slgnlflcant|y olfferent from the others. It Is useful to briefly

examlne the ratlonale of each S-3B deslyn chosen as an optlmum deslgn.

Stnce there was no span constraint on the ftrst planfom destgn, tt was

driven toward an extremely cruise-efficient arrangement. The aspect ratto

was driven very high to maxtmtze the lift-to-drag ratio. Increasing aspect

ratio also Increases the wlng weight, but up to the optlmum, the fuel savlng

was always greater. The optimum aspect ratlo for the drag Is higher than It

would nomally be because the 3S_ wlng weight saving for composlte materlals

meant ti,at only 6S_ of a weight penalty was reallzed. The wlng planfom

area was reduced to the mlnlmum (that volume required to contaln the mlsslon

fuel) in order to reduce drag and wing weight. The taper ratlo was drlven

to a value which Is a compromise between the wing welght benefit of a low

value of taper, and the reduced fuel usage of a taper ratlo of around 0.35

(an e11iptica1 planfom approxlmation).

When the wing span was constrained to a maximum of 64 feet, the opttmw,

configuration changed somewhat. By reducing the aspect ratio )81. and slightly

decreasing the planfom area, the span was reduced 8 feet. However, despite

the constraint, for the same misston this destgn's WV_T0 was less than 200

lhs. over that of the unconstrained design, since the aspect ratio !s still

htgh, albett lower than that ot the unconstrained design.

The obltque wtng design ts significantly different from the ocher two.

Prevtous studies had lndicate(I that the thickness ratio should be at_out 121;

and that value was used. A talxDr ratto of 0.30 ms chosen to approxtNte

an elliptical lift distribution. The resultant wing configuration hid a low

aspect ratio (4.7) and a very htgh planfom area (884 sq. feet). The intttal

destgn for the optimization process hiKI an aspect ratto of 10 and a planfom

area of 600 sq. feet. The ftnal design wetghed 4592 Ibs, less than this
tnlttal destgn, for the Sire mission. A might breakdo_ shows that the

optimized wing weighed 27Z4 lbs. less and thlt the mission fuel requirement

73
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was 659 lbs. more. Aspect ratio is always a strong driver of wing weight,

but examination of the oblique wing weight equations used in ACSYNT shows

that (for a unit change in aspect ratio) a greater saving is achieved by an

oblique winq than with a conventional _ing. Similarly, the wing weight

increases by the square root of the planform area. However, for a given

aspect ratio, increasing the planform area increases the Reynolds Number

(increasing chord) which leads to lower skin friction drag. Analysis has

shoxn that this effect is significant, thus, part of the increased fuel

• usage, caused by the low aspect ratio and higher area, is countered and the

overall inf".ence is to increase the planform area. The optimum design

point is where the weight-increasing and weight-decreasing effects become i

equal (in absolute value).

In order to further observe design trends, table 11 has been included.

This table presents a series of runs which both compares designs and serves

to more accurately indicate design sensitivities, it is only a sampling of

the design space explored in this study. Wing aspect ratio, planform area,

taper ratio, thickness ratio, sweep, cruise Hach number, and loiter time

were used as variables.

Desion Comparison

The subject S-3A designs.were all developed to harp a vertical takeoff

qross weiqht of 49,000 pounds, thus to judge the designs we must compare the

mission perfonnances. Other factors, such as available control power, STOVL

performance, and deck handling can also be used to establish a ranking of

the designs. By comparing the S-3B designs with the S-3A, the overa]] pen-

alty for V/STOL can be determined.

There are two useful ways to look at the mission performance of the S-3B i

designs. One is to compare the minimum WVGTOfor a constant mission, and

the other to compare maximum1otter ttme for constant range and WVGTO. Table
i12, 11ne 1 presents the comparison for constant misston. Thts indicates not

"fl
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only a substantial weight saving for the oblique wing design, but also that

the span constraint on the conventional wing increased the weight by only

200 pounds. Also shown for comparison is the S-3A weight for a 2.0 hour

loiter, 8,400 pounds less than that of the oblique wing. Table 12, line 2

presents this data in another way and shows the maximum mission loiter time

pnsstble for a 49,000 pound WVGTO. This indicates that the difference of
)

2,300 pounds for the ohllque wing is worth an extra 0.5 hour of loiter time.

For STOVL operation, the weiqht was increased to 52,600 pounds (the S-3A

structural limit) by addinq external tanks with additional fuel. Table 12,

line 3 shows the increment in loiter time associated with this added fuelo

The oblique wing design reached 4.4 hours o! loiter time in the STOVL mode.

This compares to a 4.5 hour loiter with a weight of 43,450 pounds for the

S-3A or as line 2 shows, 6.4 hours for 49,000 pounds. Again, there is an

increase of approximately 8,400 pounds, for the same mission, to convert the

S-3A to a V/STOL-capable aircraft with an oblique wing. Table 16, ltne 5

presents the loiter time for the STOVL AEW mission, representing the zero

payload case. The STO deck run for all three designs was around 200 feet.

As previously mentioned, other missions and mission variations were per-

formed with the optimized S-3B designs. This data is presented in table 13

for the S-3B designs and for the S-3A, where applicable. There are two

items of special interest in this data. First is that the S-3B configura-

tions, having fuel weights equalto that of the S-3A, equalor exceed the

S-3A in ranqe-TOS performance. This is essentially due to the improved wing

design. Secondly, the fast dash to station at Mach 0.85 does not result in

an unacceptahle mission degradation, therefore, this capability could provide

a useful option to mission planners. Were it not for the bluntness of the

fuselage, the dash speed could be increased even further, Both of these

mission results indicate that the S-3B concept has significant potential.

/
/
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Table 14 pre_ents the data from tables 12 and 13 in a form a11owtng com-

parison between the conventional wing design and the obltque wing design.

Two conclusions can be readily drawn. The first is that the oblique wing

design is better able to cruise at Mach 0.85. The second is that the conven-

tional designs have better aerodynamic performance at Mach 0.65, as seen by

the decreasing differences with increasing fuel available. The obl!que wing

design has a higher loiter time only because its lower wing structural weight

allows more fuel, for constant weight. For equal fuel volumes, the obltque

winq would have the poorer range-TOS performance.

The control power data, see tables 8 - 10, indicate margtnal control

power for all three desians, the roll control power betna the most deficient.

The prohle_ is due to the low available bleed rate of the engine and the

larqe enqine masses on the wtnq (which also is carrying fuel). Unless the

on-board APU is used during VTOL operations to enhance PCS available thrust,

on alternate control method, such as fitting variable inlet guide vanes and

using differentia] nozzles deflection, will be required. In addition, the

static margin values indicate that all designs are neutrally stable and

therefore requires very little control authority for the flight control

system.

When an engine is lost during wing-borne flight, the S-lb can be re-

covered aboard one of the larger V/$TOL carriers using the standard S-3A

arresting gear. The minimum useable approach speed for the S-3A is I00.7

knots. Due to the large planform area of the oblique wing configuration,

its stall speed is below 75 knots (with a11 stores and excess fuel dumped),

thus the S-3B oblique wtnq could also approach at approximately 100 knots.

The conventional wtnQ S-3B destqns have approach speeds around 108 knots.

In all three cases, a satisfactory nonpowered-ltft arrested landtng can be

made, at a standard sink rate and dt a gross wetqht within the S-3A ltmtt

for maxtmu_ carrier landtnq gross weight.

/
//
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With regard to deck handling, the S-3B oblique w,ng design can be seen

to be clearly more favorable. The wing can be rotated as much as 80 degrees

before striking the vertical stabilizer, corresponding to a width of les._

than II feet. However, due to excessive length of the aircraft once the

wing is rotated, a fold mechanism is still necessary for clearance on the

elevators and hanger deck. When folded, two or three S-3B oblique wlng ai "-

craft can occupy an LHA elevator at a time. Most other aircraft, including

the S-3A and S-3B conventional wing designs, have folded spans of grea_er

' than 20 feet. The real operational advantage of the oblique wing can b__

seen by noting that when conventional wlng designs land vertlcally, they

require an actual landing zone with an area of the length by the span of the

aircraft, whereas the oblique wing design requires a zone of the span by 11

feet. A qreat deal of fliqht deck space can be saved for this reason.

As a final comparison, a brief study was made of the application of

advanced Peqasus (Rolls-Royce Pegasus F402-RR-402) engines to the S-3B in

place of the CFM-56 engines, An unconstrained span wing was optimized to

minimize WVGTOfor a loiter time of one hour (the two hour loiter time would

not permit a converged airplane with a weight below 65,000 lbs.).

The resultant aircraft is interesting in that It reflects a different

set of priorities in the design strategy due primarily to the characteristics

of the Pegasus engine. As discussed earlier, the Pegasus Is a low-bypass

ratio turbofan engine and it therefore has a much higher specific fuel con-

sumption. The resulting wing has a much lower aspect ratio (see table 15)

because the high fuel consumption masks the aerodynamic advantages of a

higher impact ratio wlng and the wing design is therefore more strongly

driven by structural weight. Figure 14 shows the range - TOS plot for the

L S-3B/Pegasus destgn, showtng that thts ts a very poor cruise/loiter airplane.

For comparison, figure 15 presents a range-TOS summary of all of the conflg-
s"

urattons discussed tn thts report.
/
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CONCLUSIONS

A computerized aircraft synthesis program has been used to examine the

feasibility of V/STOL aircraft based on the S-3A ASWaircraft. Assumptions

made in this study have been purposely conservative. The results have shown

that a vectored thrust VTOL airplane with a suitably designed wing and ad-

vanced technology _urbofan engines would have only one-third less loiter

capability than the S-3A, and essentially the same mission performance in the

STOVL mode. Conversely, for the same mission, the best of the V/SIUL designs

weighs 8,400 pounds (10% of TOGW) more than the S-3A. The penalty associated

with achieving V/STOL capability in this manner is quite reasonable if the

advantages of V/STOL performance are judged necessary for improving ASk#

effectiveness in the near term.

In this study, the oblique wing configuration has been shown to be advan-

tageous for several reasons, despite the low cruise Mach number. The results

also have shown that, in this application, there is no real benefit in using

a very high wing aspect ratio, and that once the requirement for wlng-borne

takeoff and landing is removed, the wing area is typically reduced 30 percent,

unless other factors are involved. A possible follow-on study would be the

design of an ASW fuselage that would permit transonic dash capability, since

the necessarily high thrust/weight ratio for this is inherent in the VTOL

concept.

/
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TABLE I. - S-3A GEOMETRIC DATA

WING

Planform Area (ft.2) 598.0
• Aspect Ratio 7.73

Span (ft.) 68.7
Taper Ratio 0.25
Thickness Ratio, Root 0.16
Thickness Ratio, Tip 0.12
Sweep, C/4 (deg.) 15.0
Mean Aero. Chord (ft.) 9.85
Root Chord (ft.) 14.08
Tip Chord (ft.) 3.5

Wing Loading (lb./ft.2) 70.0

GENERAL

Lenqth (ft.) 53.3
Heiqht (ft.) 22.75
Fuselaq( Lenqth (ft.) 49.25
Fuselaqe Diameter (ft.) 8.3
Volume Coefficient, h. tall 0.632
Volume Coefficient, v. tail 0.062

TABLE 2. - S-3A GROUP WEIGHT DATA

(A11 Quantities in Lbs.)

Airframe 13,817
Wing 4,890

Propulsion 3,625
Fixed Equipment 10,044
Payload 3,675
Fuel 13,142
Gross Takeoff Weight 44,303

• ii i , i

/
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TABLE 3. - PEGASUS F402-RR-402 ENGINE DATA

Type Two Spool Turbofan
Bypass Ratio 1.34
Overall Pressure Ratio 13.7
Max. EGT (°F) 2,195
Diameter (in.) 48.0
Length, Including Nozzles (in.) 140.9
Weiqht, Including Nozzles (lb.) 3,653
Thrust, Max. Static Sea Level [SFC], (lb. lib./hr./lb.])
Short Lift, Water Inj. 20,930 [0.764]
Normal Lift, Water Inj. 20,395 [0.756]
Short Lift, Without Water Inj. 19,917 [0.700]
Normal Lift, Without Water Inj. 19,018 [0.687]

TABLE 4. - CFM-56 ENGINE DATA

Type Two Spool Turbofan
Bypass Ratio 6.0
Overall Pressure Ratio 25.0

Max. EGT (°F) 2300
Diameter (in.) 71.4
Length, Without Nozzle (in.) 95.7
Weight, Dry, Without Nozzle (lb.) 4410
Thrust, Max. Static Sea Level [SFC], (lb. lib./hr./lb.])

22,000(0.36)
Thrust, 30,000 ft., M = 0.50 [SFC], (lb. lib./hr./lb.])

5,700 (0.66)

TABLE 5. - COMPOSITE WING WEIGHT SAVINGS BUILDUP

Component % Conq)oslteb_ Weight % WelBht Savln9

Winq Box 80 35
Outer Skin 98 30
Ailerons 9N 50
TE Flaps 90 50
LE Flaps 90 40
Spotlers 90 40

- 0.65/
/

/
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TABLE 6. - S-3o GEOMETRICCHARACTERISTICS
P

Win) Parameters ObliqueWin9 Unconstrained Constrained

L_." Planform Area (ft. 2) 884 474 453
Aspect Rati6 4.7 10.9 8.9
Span (ft.) 64.5 71.8 63.3
Taper Ratio 0.3 0.3 0.3
T/C, Root 0.12 0.18 0.18
T/C, Tip 0.12 0.18 0.18

, Sweep,C/4 (deq.) 0 0 0
Mean Aero. Chord (ft.) 15.0 7.2 7.8
Root Chord (ft.) 21.I I0.2 11.0
Tlp Chord,(ft ) 6.3 3.0 3.3
W/S (lb./ft._) 55 103 108

TABLE 7. - S-3BWEIGHTSUMMARY
(A11Q,antltlesin Lbs.)

i i |

ObliqueWing Unconstrained Constrained
Component Deslgn Span Design Span Deslgn :

-, Airframe 10,906 12,794 12,409
Winq 1,744 3,023 2,638

Propulsion 10,589 10,589 10,589
Fixed Eautpment 11,144 11,144 11,144
Fuel 12,694 10,807 11,184
Payload 3,675 3,675 3,675
Gross VTOWetqht 49,000 49,000 49,000
STOVL/ASWFuel 15,986 14,098 14,483
STOVL/AEWFuel 19,660 17,773 18,158
Gross STOWeight 52,600 52,600 52,600

i |, i i i . ii ii i
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TABLE8. - UNCONSTRAINED-SPANDESIGNAVAILABLECONTROLPOWER
(5% Bleed/lO% Bleed)

MaxtmumAngular Mission Configuration
Acceleration

rad/sec c V/TOL STOVL

PitchAxis 0.34/0.69 0.31/0.62
RollAxis 0.48/0.96 0.38/0.75
Yaw Axis 0.32/0.64 0.27/0.55

StaticMargin l) 0

TABLE9. - CONSTRAINED-SPANDESIGNAVAILABLECONTROLPOHE_
(5Z Bleed/lO% Bleed)

MaximumAn)ular MissionConflguratlon
Acceleration
rad/sec2 V/TOL STOVL

Pitch Axis 0.35/0.70 0.31/0.63
Roll Axis 0.48/0.96 0.48/0.96
YawAxis 0.30/0.60 0.26/0.51

StaticMargin 0 0

TABLE10. - OBLIQUEWINGDESIGNAVAILABLECONTROLPOWER
(5%Bleed/lO% Bleed)

ii

MaximumAngular Mission Configuration
Acceleratlon

rad/sec• V/TOL STOVL

PitchAxis 0.37/0.75 0.3410.69
Rol1 Axis 0.67 0.57
YawAxis 0.39/0.77 0.Z7/0.54

Static l_Irgin 0 I%
i iN ii
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TARLE I._.- S-3R/PEGASUS DESIGN DATA

- TIW - 1.06

- Optimized for Maxlmlzlnq Loiter Time of Search and Attack Mission for
Ranqe of 916 NM

WING

Planform Area (ft. 2) 535.7
Aspect Ratio 7.18
Span (ft.) 62.0
Taper Ratio 0.3
Thickness Ratio, Root 0.18
Thickness Ratio,Tip 0.18
Sweep, c/4 (deg.) 0
Mean Aerodynamic Chord (ft.) 9.5
Root Chord (ft.) 13.3
Tip Chord (ft.) 4.0
W/S 91.5

39
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CONTROL
"_ (COPES)

LONE PASS CONVERGENCE I SENSITIVITY "IMIZATION

I 1 I I

GEOMETRY TRAJECTORY AERODYNAMICS PROPL .SION

1
I l 1

TAKEOFF &
WEIGHTS NAVY LANDING

Figure 1. - Block Dtagram of ACSYNTProgram
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®

INITIAL AVG. INIT.
WEIGHT, POWER SPEED, ALT., TIME, FUEL, DIST.,

ITEM (Ib) SETTING (knots) (ft) (hr) (Ib) (n.mile)

1. WARM-UP & TAKEOFF 43449 MAX - 0 0.08 427 -
CONT

2. CLIMB 43022 INTER - 0 0.36 1176 110

3. CRUISE OUT AT
OPTIMUM ALTITUDE 41846 PART 356 37806 0.97 1636 348

4. LOITER ON STATION 40210 PART 370 40000 4.50 7069 -

5. CRUISE BACK AT
OPTIMUM ALTITUDE 33140 PART 344 40000 1.33 1732 488

6. RESERVE LOITER 31407 PART 155 0 0.33 445 -

6% INITIAL FUEL 30963 .... 657 -

TOTALS:

MISSION TIME (ITEMS 2 THROUGH 5) 7.16 hr
MISSION FUEL (ITEMS 1 THROUGH 5) 12040 Ib
FUEL LOAD 13142 Ib
RADIUS 458 n.mile

Ftgure 2. - S-3A Search and Attack Mtsston Proftle
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®

INITIAL AVG. INIT.
WEIGHT, POWER SPEED, ALT., TIME, FUEL, DIST.,

ITEM (It)) SETTING (knots) (ft) (hr) (Ib) (n.mile)

1. WARM-UP & TAKEOFF 43449 MAX - 0 0.08 427 -
CONT

2. LOITER ON STATION
AT S.L. 43022 PART 165 0 7.70 11615 -

3. RESERVE LOITER 31407 PART 155 0 0.33 445 -

5% INITIAL FUEL 30963 .... 557 -

TOTALS:

MISSION TIME (ITEM 2) "/.70 hr
MISSION FUEL (ITEMS 1 AND 2) 12040 Ib
FUEL LOAD 13142 Ib

/ Ftqur.e 3. - S-3A Sur.face Sur'vetllance Htsston Pr'oflle

/
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®
®

INITIAL AVG. INIT.

WEIGHT, POWER SPEED, ALT., TIME, FUEL, OIST.,

ITEM (Ib) SETTING (knots) (ft') hr) (Ib) (n.mile)

I. WARM-UP & TAKEOFF 43449 MAX - 0 0.08 427 -
I

CONT

2. CLIMB 43022 INTER - 0 0.36 1176 110

3. CRUISE OUT AT
OPTIMUM ALTITUDE 41846 PART 356 37806 7.07 10437 2089

4. RESERVE LOITER 31407 PART 155 0 0.33 445 -

5% INITIAL FUEL 30963 .... 647 -

TOTALS:

MISSION TIME (ITEMS 2 ANO 3) 7.43 hr
MISSION FUEL (ITEMS 1 THROUGH 3) 12040 Ib
FUEL LOAD 13142 Ib
RANGE 2628 n.mile

/ Ftgure 4. - S-3A Combat Range Htss|on Proftle
d'
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Figure 5. - S-3B Unconstrained Span Design Outltne Drawtn9
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